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Abstract
This bibliography records publications of John Wilder Tukey (1915–2000).
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nonresponse [Tuk86j]. Not-quite [Tuk58a]. Notch [Tuk88e]. Noted
[Tuk54c]. Notes [Cue47a, Pon38, Que56, Rud66, Tuk62b, Tuk73f, CLW67b, Pen47, Tuk42].
nova [Gau66]. NSF [Tuk63g]. NSF-GN-297 [Tuk63g]. Number [Cue47b].
numerica [Cas43, Rom46, Rom47]. Numerical [CMAT76, HK47, AT63a, Goll77, RK24, Tuk66c, Tuk67c]. Numerisches
[RK24]. nuovo [Cas43]. nurses [Tuk47].
o [Cas43]. Obituary [Tuk79d]. observation [Tuk73h]. Observations
[Tuk81a, HMT50, Per47, Tuk47f]. obtain [Ric46]. offer [Tuk63h]. Office
[Tuk47k, Tuk63g]. Oh [Wei88]. One [Tuk49p, Tuk90k]. operating [Tuk49b].
opération [Lia39a]. operations [T790a, Lia39b]. opportunities
[Tuk62a, Tuk80d]. optimistic [MT82c, TM82]. Oral [Asp84]. orbit [Cla54].
obrite [Cla54]. Order
[MT75, AT63a, HMTW47, Jon48, ST45, Tol47, Tuk90a]. ordering
[Cue47b, TP98b, TP99b]. orderly [BT83, HT89, Tuk58b]. ordinary [Tol47].
ordinaux [Eyr44]. ordonnés [Kra39, Kur40a, Kur40b, Kur41]. Origin
[Buc81, CT93, TB84]. other [Ric46, Tuk63f, Tuk63g, Tuk71d, Tuk72b]. our
[TAB+65]. outcomes [Tuk86e]. outlier
[FMT04, HIT81, HIT86, Sim87, THI81]. Outliers [BT95]. outline [MT91a].
overlapping [TP98a, TP99a]. Oversight [T91b, T91a]. overview
[MT82a, TW66, TM80]. Ozone [T+77].
P [Cha92, F.71, Hea84, Hin73a, Hin73b, Hoa74, Law75, Pre75, Rob72, Tuk73].
P. [TV85]. p388 [AT73a]. Panel [HBK+78, TAB+65]. Paper
[Ans65, CT93, Jac65, Mal06, MT49d, Bri06, Bu06, Efr06, Hui06, Lan06, Tuk67b, Tuk78b, Tuk82f, Tuk841, Tuk85d, Tuk86e, Tuk86g, Tuk86h, Tuk86i, Tuk86j, Tuk87d, Tuk92a, Tuk95b]. Papers
[KFT+60, SL674, Tuk47c, YKT+59, Rud66]. parabola [Tuk49e]. Paradox
[KMT99, Pon38]. parallel [GK93]. Parameters
[CMAT76, Rao45, Tuk60b, Tuk61a]. parametric [ST45, Tuk47e].
paramétrique [Kon40]. parasite [CTH00, TCH00]. Parsimony [Tuk90k].
Raia [Kem01]. Raleigh [BCEP94]. Rand [Tuk55d]. Random [Tuk55d, Dwi47, Tuk49m, Tuk49n, Tuk57h]. randomization [Tuk85g, Tuk85h]. Randomized [BT95, Tuk85g]. Range [BCT56, JR71, Tuk55c, TT90, Tuk49z, Tuk50a]. Ranges [KLTW66]. rank [BT78, Tuk49u, Tuk85g]. rankings [Tuk49q]. Ranks [ST60, ST61, Tuk57h]. rapports [Kra39]. rate [LT01]. Rates [BCH+86, KT93, Tuk86d, Tuk88e, Tuk84k]. ratings [Tuk86g]. R¨aume [Fom40, Kat40, Ste39, SB41]. Ray [PST48, Dan40, LD39, DL42a, DL42b]. Rayleigh [Tuk59a, Tuk59b, Tuk59c]. Re [Tuk79e, Coo87b, Tuk82h, Tuk90h, Tuk92b]. re-discovery [Coo87b]. Re-expression [Tuk79e, Tuk82h, Tuk90h]. re-expressions [Tuk92b]. reading [Tuk90f]. realistic [MT84b]. reality [Pea55]. reassignment [Tuk85h]. Recapture [KMT99]. receipt [Tuk84j]. Recherches [Lag59]. Rechnung [RK24]. recognition [CBT98, CT98, Tuk82f]. Recommendations [TDD+72]. recursion [Bos47]. reference [Fes46, NS56]. refined [HMT83b, HMT83a]. reflection [Cox16]. Reflections [Tuk92c]. reformulation [Tuk77a]. regions [Tuk47e, Tuk48f]. Regression [CDT93, MT77, Tuk82c, Tuk85j, Fin46, GT69c, JV85, Tuk51a, Tuk54a, Tuk57b, Tuk69b, TV85, Tuk91c, Vil47, Osb78c, Hol79, Osb78a]. Regressiya [MT82b]. réguliers [Ale40]. Rejection [BCT56]. rejoinder [Tuk93b]. Related [Tuk55c, Tuk85j, FT50, JV85, KFGT96, Tuk49v, TF49, Tuk59d, TV85, Tuk87f]. relation [Pea55]. relations [Tuk49f, Tuk67b, Tuk90d]. relationship [Tuk60c, Tuk83, Tuk90l]. Relative [ST60, ST61]. relatively [HT49]. relativity [McV56]. release [TS76]. Relevance [Tuk79c, Tuk75g, Tuk76d]. relevant [Tuk95b]. Reliability [GT58, Gut45]. Remark [Ley77, Ley77]. Remarks [Tuk84j, Tuk74e]. remembered [Ha00]. Remembering [Fer03]. Reminder [Tuk84k, Tuk84l, Tuk84m]. répartitions [Kre46]. repeated [TDS50]. Reply [HIT87, KLTW65a, Tuk93d, Sim87]. Report [KHS+55, McN55, RW+72, T+62a, TAB+65, Tuk77e, Tuk84q, T+91a, Tuk97c, CMT53, CMT54a, CMT55, Tuk62a, Tuk63f, Tuk63g]. representation [Run03, Run05, Tuk53d, Eyr40a, Kon40]. représentations [Eyr40b]. Representative [ATP46]. representing [BPT81]. requires [GMT76]. requiring [TP98b]. Research [Ake02, Tuk47k, Tuk52e, Tuk59a, Stu37, Tuk53a, Tuk62a, Tuk62d, Tuk62e, WJO95, Lag59]. Residuals [AT63b, BT95, De 64, OIm63]. Resistant [Tuk85j, HIT81, HIT86, JV85, ST82, Sim87, Tuk76f, Tuk76g, Tuk76h, TBS77, Tuk78g, THI81, TV85]. resistant/robust [Tuk76f, Tuk76g, Tuk76h]. Resource [Tuk84a, Tuk84b]. Resources [BJT78]. respect [Cla54, TDD+72]. Response [T+77, TCH85, Tuk93c]. Responsibility [Tuk79c, Tuk75c, Tuk76d]. Restoring [TAB+65]. Results [FSG+78, Tuk81a, Tuk85j, CT89b, Mal79, MT82c, MT84b, T+70a, Tuk78f, TM82, TV85, KLTW65b]. retest [Gut45]. retrieval [PHC+94]. Review [AB99, Ano07, Ben86, Bla47, Boa85, Cha92,
Reviews [Ehr79, Hol79]. revisited [MHD87]. Revolutionary [Wai93].

Rezul’tatov [Tuk81a]. Richard [Tuk93b]. Riemann [Kan39].

Rietz [Efr79]. risk [VVT16]. risoluzione [Cas43, Rom46, Rom47]. Rivers [T+78].

Robb [Tuk86c]. Robin [Tuk87d]. Robust [ABH+72, CDT93, Col84, Hea83, Hin73b, HMT83c, HMT00, Hub02, Kem01, Rob72, Stu84, Tak73, Tuk76e, Tuk79f, Zie01, PT81, ST01, TBS77, Tuk78g, Hin73a, Hoa74, Law75, Pre75].

Robust/resistant [Tuk76e]. Robustness [Kaf03, MT91d, Tuk74b, FMT06, GT73, MT83, Tuk79h, Ros83]. rock [KT56]. Rogers [Hin73a, Hin73b, Hoa74, Law75, Pre75, Rob72, Tak73]. Role [BJT78, Tuk76c, Tuk76a, Tuk82d]. root [FT50, Tuk48g, TF49]. Roots [Ham46].

Ross [J.77c, J.77b]. rotation [Thu46]. Route [MT91d, Ros83].

routes [Tuk57a]. routines [TA71]. row [Tuk49j]. row-by-column [Tuk49j].

Rubin [Tuk86j]. rule [HIT81, McG11, Per47, THI81]. rules [HIT86, Sim87].

ruly [DRT69]. Rural [GKT98]. Russian [McG11, Tuk81a].

S [AB99, Hea84, Ros83, STM+65, Tuk93b, Zie89, TDS50]. safety [MBB+75].

sale [SC00]. salvo [Tuk86a]. same [PHC+94]. Sample [Nai48a, BT46, Egu46, HT49, HIT81, MT50c, ST44, Tuk48j, Tuk48k, Tuk48i, Tuk59g, TM63, Tuk65j, THI81]. Samples [JR71, ST60, ST61, ABTT56, Fin46, HMTW47, Jon48, PT81, Rid39, TT56, Tuk49y, Tuk54b, Tuk58a, Tuk78g]. Sampling [CMT54b, F.71, Hod58, Tuk50b, Tuk50e, TT90, Dwi47, MT84a, Mol46, MT83, Tuk49b, Tuk50d, Tuk51b, Tuk56a, Tuk57f, Tuk59i, Tuk60d].

Samuel [STM+65, Tuk64a]. Sanctification [Tuk69a]. sandwich [ST42]. saphe [BHT63]. SAT [Tuk86h]. saturation [Eyr45]. scalability [GK93]. scale [HT49, MT49a, MT49b, Tuk49v]. Scaling [Tuk49t]. scanned [BTW95].

Scatter [PKCT95, CPKT92]. Scatter-gather [PKKT92]. scattering [Dan40, DL42a, DL42b]. Scheffé [Tuk84d]. Schémas [Eyr40b]. Schimmel [Tuk78f]. Schlaifer [Kem01]. School [Tuk74e].

Science [Tuk63g, TAB+65, T+70a, T+62a, Tuk63c, Tuk68a, Tuk80c, Tuk86f].

Sciences [SB01, T+62a, T+62b]. Scientific [Nas90, Tuk47k, BMTW49, Fis55].

Scientists [TW52]. Scott [Tuk70c, Tuk70d, Tuk84e, Tuk84n]. Search [PCT91]. searching [GMT76].

Seasonality [Tuk78b]. Second [MT77, Tuk47i, Tuk70d, Tuk84n, BPT81].

seconde [Eyr44]. segments [MT01b]. Seismology [Tuk59a]. selected [Tuk53c]. selection [Tuk48l, Tuk49x, TT81a, Tuk81b, Tuk86c, Tuk86g, Tuk86j]. Self [Tuk86g].
Self-selection [Tuk86g]. semi [Kra39]. semi-ordonnés [Kra39]. semigraphic [Tuk70f, Tuk72c]. sense [Tuk59a, Tuk59b, Tuk59c]. sensible [JT00, JT01, TJ00]. sensitivity [AMT46]. sensitization [TDS50]. séparabilité [Max40b, Lia39a]. separation [Tuk42], separations [HT89]. sequences [TT81c]. Sequential [PT50a, PT50b, Tuk47k]. sequentially [Tuk90o]. series [Tuk90o]. serials [DRT69]. serie [Odo42]. Series [Boa85, CT65, CLW76a, FSG+78, Pri85, Ros63, Rud66, Tuk50f, Tuk52b, BT74b, BT74a, BHT63, Bri84a, Bri84b, BCG+93, Bri02b, CT75, Que49, Tol47, Tuk53d, Tuk63e, Tuk78f, Tuk80b, Tuk84g, Tuk84q]. Service [Tuk63g]. ses [Kra39]. Session [FSG+78, FSG+78, Tuk67a, Tuk77b, Tuk77b, Tuk77b, Tuk77b, Tuk77b, Tuk77b, Tuk77b, Tuk86k]. Session-II [FSG+78]. Set [TM46]. Sets [MT75, BT40a, Cot40, Mas41a, Nov39, Tuk42]. setting [Bri64]. several [Tuk77d, Tuk90k, Tuk93b, Tuk93d]. Sexual [McN55, CMT54a]. Shannon [Cro01]. shape [HT85]. Shapes [HMT85, HMT85, Dav88b, Kem87, Ano07, Bea86, Dav88a, Tho86]. shaping [Tuk59a, Tuk59b, Tuk59c]. sharpening [Tuk84f, Tuk84k, Tuk84m, Tuk84o, Tuk90q]. Sheffield [Bar81]. shifted [TT66]. Short [KLTW65b, KLTW65c, Rud66]. Short-Cut [KLTW65b, KLTW65c]. Should [GT69a, Tuk79g, Tuk80b, Tuk84r, Tuk92d, Tuk93f]. shunning [Tuk86f]. Sibson [Tuk87d]. Sierpiński [Cue47a]. signed [Tuk49u]. signed-rank [Tuk49u]. Significance [MT50c, Tuk84h, ZM08, Fes46, JT00, JT01, Mas41b, TM63, TJ00, VI47]. significances [Tuk77d]. Silent [Car62, MHD87]. Simple [MT84a, Tuk92b, AT63a, KT93, Tuk56a, Hod58, Tuk51c]. simplest [Tuk49u]. Simplified [Tuk50e, Che43, Tuk51b]. simulation [Tuk79h]. Simultaneous [LT64, Ber45]. sine [Run03, Run05]. Singer [Tuk86g]. Single [KLTW65b, KLTW65c, PCT91, Thu46, TW46a, Tuk57i, Tuk57j, TM63]. singularities [Tor39]. Sinuswellen [Run03, Run05]. sistemi [Rom46, Rom47]. situations [BPT81]. situs [Ba139]. Six [AT73a, Ley77]. Six-Line [AT73a, Ley77]. size [Tuk49m, Tuk49n]. sizes [ST44]. Skeleton [Tuk49v]. skewed [CHT89]. skin [TDS50]. slippage [MT50c, Tuk48i]. Slopes [Tuk85j, TV85]. Small [HT81, THI81, Bar46, HMT47, Jon48, PT81, Tuk48k, Tuk54b, Tuk86m]. Small-sample [HT81, THI81]. smear [GGT69]. smear-and-sweep [GGT69]. smelting [Tuk82h]. smooth [Tuk56b, Tuk58d]. smoother [BP92, Mal79]. Smoothing [Tuk52b, Tuk76e, TT81d, Tuk84h]. Smoothly [CDT93]. Snippet [PCT91]. snow [Tuk82f]. Social [SB01, GMT76, TDD+72, Tuk86h]. Software [Leo00, Tuk85i, Tuk85c]. soleil [Cla54]. Solution [HK47, Mol46, Tol47, Lag65]. Solutions [DP40, Lag65, TP40, Tuk47d]. solve [Tho63]. solving [Ber45, Tuk86e]. Some [BT85, BT46, Cox16, DL42a, DL42b, DGC11, Eps48, FSG+78, JR71, Mal79, Mol46, Pen47, Per47, ST82, Smi47, Tuk42, Tuk48j, Tuk48k, Tuk50e, Tuk53c, Tuk57g, Tuk70e, Tuk72c, Tuk73g, Tuk77g, Tuk81c, Tuk82g, TT82,
subsets [Bla41]. successful [Tuk73h]. Successful [Tuk50f, CT89a].

Sufficiency [Tuk48l, Tuk49x]. suggested [Tuk93b, Tuk93d]. suggestions [Tuk90a]. Sul [Rol43]. Sulfipyrazone [To78]. Sun [ST60, ST61].

summaries [CBT98, Tuk85h]. Summarization [TT81d, PT97]. Summary [T+66]. Sums [Tuk57b]. Sun [Cla54]. Sunset [Tuk86a]. Supercomputing [Mac91]. supérieures [Kel40a]. superonic [Tuk47d].

superstandardization [Tuk69b]. superstandardize [GT69a]. Supplement [Tuk84q]. supplemented [TT81d]. Survey [Hin73a, Hin73b, Hoa74, Law75, Pre75, Rob72, Tuk73, Tuk59i, Tuk60d, ABH+72]. survivors [TL87].

susceptible [Di49c]. susceptibles [Die39b]. sweep [GGT69].

symmetric [JR71]. symmetrical [RT72, Tuk49e, Tuk62f]. symmetrizing [Tuk92b]. Symposi...s [Tuk63g, Tuk65a, TB82]. systematic [Tuk49f, Tuk90d]. Systematization [Tuk55e]. système [Max40c].

T [AB99]. Table [FS48, Jur47, Lev47, KT88, Ric46, Tuk74b]. Tables [Ano07, Bea86, Dav88a, Dav88b, HMT85, Kem87, MT75, MT49a, Snu39, Tho86, TM46, Bos47, HMT06, Ric46, Tuk49v, Tuk77d].

Teletypewriter [AT73b, TA71]. teletypewriter-like [TA71].

Test [Ram56, Gut45, JT00, JT01, Mas41b, MT50c, Nai48b, OT47, Ste45b, Tuk48l, Tuk59g, TJ00, Vil47]. test-retest [Gut45]. Testing [ETW71, TM46, TEW72, TCH85, AMT46, MBB+75]. Tests [CHNT92b, CHNT93b, FRT92, JLT01, MPT91, Que49, Tuk47l, Tuk49u, TDS50].

text [PCT98]. their [Dan40, DL42a, DL42b, Pea55, PT56a, PT56b, Tuk80a]. thematic [CBT98]. theorem [Far46, Tuk49o, Tuk58d, BP92]. théorème [Eyr47b, Kel40a, Kre46]. theorems [ST42].

Thoughts [Tuk89f, Tuk73g, Tuk81b, Tuk81c]. three [TT81b]. Thurstone [Tuk47b]. Tightening [Tuk93e]. Time [Boa85, Bri84b, Coo94b, ...
FSG$^+$78, Pri85, Ros63, Tuk50f, Tuk52b, BHT63, BCG$^+$93, Bri02b, CT89b, Que49, Tuk53d, Tuk63c, Tuk78f, Tuk80b, Tuk84g, Bri84a. **Time-Series**

[ans03a, ans03b]. **Timing** [HMT50]. **Titles**

[RT75, J.77c]. **Today** [Tuk74a, Tuk63b, Tuk73a, Tuk74c]. **tolerance**

[ST44, Tuk47e, Tuk48f]. **topology**

[BS39, Coh40]. **topologique**

[Fom40]. **Topology** [Tuk39b, Tuk40, Ste41]. **touch**

[Tuk60b, Tuk61a]. **Tract** [ACMT78, TACM77]. **tractata** [Gau66]. **Training**

[Tuk82d, T'62a]. **Transactions** [Tuk66a]. **transfiniti**

[Max39, Max40c]. **transfinis** [Eyr40b]. **Transfinis** [Eyr47c, Eyr44]. **Transform** [Sin67, Eps48, HR10, CLW67a, CLW67b, Coo87b, Gar69, HJB84, HJB85, Hua71]. **Transformation**

[ACMT76, Mil78, TF49, ACMT78, BK46, Tuk53d, Tuk68c, TACM77]. **Transformations**

[FT50, Kur40b, Kur41, Fis54, Tuk57d, Tuk60c, Tuk82c, Tuk90l, Tuk90q]. **Transforms** [GS66]. **trascendenti** [Cas43]. **Treatment**

[CHNT93b, CHNT92b]. **Treatment-By-Center** [CHNT93b, CHNT92b]. **treatments** [Tuk86c]. **Trends**

[Ano07, Bea86, Dav88a, Dav88b, HMT85, Kem87, Tho86, HMT06, KFGT96]. **Trial**

[CHNT93a, Hec01, BT99, CHNT92a, Tuk93e, Coo00, Tal00, TL87]. **Trials**

[Tuk78d, Tuk77g, Tuk91e]. **Tribute** [Cas43]. **tobacco**

[Mas04]. **trimming** [Tuk78, Tuk60c, Tuk82c, Tuk90l, Tuk90q]. **transformations** [Tuk86c]. **Tuning** [HT92]. **Twin**

[MT75, MT01b, Mas41a, McG11, MT96, MT01a, Tuk54b, Tuk59g, Tuk74b, Tuk82b, Tuk88b, Tuk88c, Wol46]. **two-handed** [Tuk82b, Tuk88b, Tuk88c].
two-sample [Tuk59g]. Two-Way [MT75, MT01b, MT01a, Tuk74b]. Type [LT64, Kra39]. types [Cue47b, Tuk84k].

U.K [Bar81]. U.S. [KT93, KFGT96]. Un’applicazione [Lov42].

unbalanced [Tuk57i]. unbiased [Hal46, Tuk90j]. undercount [Tuk86c].

undergraduate [T+67]. Understanding [Hea83, HMT83c, HMT00, RT72, Kem01, Col84, Stu84, Zie01].

unequal [Tuk48e, Tuk84d]. uniform [Mor40]. uniforme [Die39a, Die39b].

uniformes [Die39a]. Uniformity [Ste41, Tuk40].

unit [ETW71, Lev47, TEW72]. univariate [Tuk90s]. universal [Tuk90s].

University [Bar81, Bla47, LT46, Ros63, Tuk47k]. Unpaired [ST60, ST61].


urbanization [KT93]. Usable [Tuk76f, Tuk76g, Tuk76h]. Use [CT89b, Tuk76f, Tuk84a, Tuk90p, Tuk91e, Gar69, MTCH82, MT83, Tuk82h].

used [Ste42, Tuk76g, Tuk76h]. usefulness [MT49d]. user [Tuk79f, TP98b, TP99b].

Uses [MT49d]. Using [CHNT93a, CHNT93b, GKT98, Tho63, CHNT92a, CHNT92b, Tuk81b].

utilization [AT63a].

V [Cle88]. Validation [ST45]. valuation [Tuk84b]. values [CT56, HT89, MT84a, dTP46, Tuk74d]. Vanishing [TB66]. Vardi [She07].

Variability [BCH+86, Tuk86d]. variable [Tuk38, TW46a, Ver47b].

variables [TW46a, Tuk49b, Tuk82c]. Variance [CDT93, HMT91, Spe02, Tuk85j, Tuk87a, BK46, Fis54, GT60, JT87, MPT91, MT91e, Nai48b, ST01, Ste45b, Tuk48d, Tuk49c, Tuk49d, Tuk49g, Tuk51b, Tuk54c, Tuk56c, Tuk57i, Tuk57j, Tuk58b, Tuk61b, Tuk61c, TV85, TMH91, Tuk93a, Ile93b, Ile93a, Sch93]. variance-heterogeneity [BK46].

Variance. [Kan93]. Variances [Ram56, TM46, Tuk56c, Tuk57i, MT84a, Tuk51b]. Variations [MTL78, TML76]. variety [Tuk78e]. various [Fis54, GT69c, Lev47, Tuk84k].

Vectors [Thu47, ETW71, Mas41a, Tuk49g, TW72]. Velleman [Tuk85j, TV85]. verbundene [Kno43]. Versuchs- zahlen [GvdW43]. versus [GKT98, Tuk86d].

Vergleichung [Wis47b]. Vergleichungsfunktionen [Kno43]. vertices [Tuk49c]. VI [Mal90]. View [BT58a, BT58b, BT59, Tuk48c, TT81a, Tuk82i]. views [TT81c, TT81d]. VII [Cox92]. VIII [You95, Zie95, Bra94, Tuk86k]. VIII-b [Tuk86k].

Visions [Wal90]. visual [Tuk90c]. Vital [BCH+86, Tuk86d]. Vital-Rates [BCH+86].

Vocal [CMAT76, ACMT78, TACM77]. Vocal-Track [CMAT76, TACM77]. Vol [You95, Zie98, Zie89, JT01]. Volume [Boa85, Pri85, Zie91, Zie95, Bra94, Bri84a, Bri84b, Cle88, Cox92, Jon86a, Jon86b, Mal90]. Volumes [T+71].

Vorlesungen [RK24]. voting [MT78]. vs [Tuk60a]. vulnerable [TM63].

W [Ake02, AB99, Ano02, Ano07, Ans88, Ans03a, Ans03b, AT85, Bea86,
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